Ford torqshift transmissions

The new six-speed does this by combining tried and true systems with modern manufacturing
capabilities. According to Ford, the trick to the transmission is augmenting a traditional
Lapelletier powerflow with a sintered, powder metal carrier for the planetary gearset. It allows
high strength in a complex part able to stand up to both the high speed and high torque
requirements of both engines. The common transmission allows Ford to focus as much on the
shifting and control strategy as it does the mechanics, and as a result this trans packs some
nifty tricks. The six gears are spread out to provide low end grunt and high end efficiency, but
with a degree of control truck transmissions rarely get. The trans can be operated in traditional
automatic or a fully manual mode, where gear selection locks the torque converter and hold the
gear as long as the driver sees fit. It'll bog all the way down to RPM before shifting out. The 6R
also takes a page from the F and uses a tow haul mode which improves control and braking in
hilly situations. Perhaps the neatest trick comes with the diesel application. A honest to God
power take off will be available for heavy duty applications like driving salt spreaders,
sweepers, and any manner of mechanical what-have-you. See, new transmission can still get
old tricks. Overall, the 6R heavy-duty TorqShift six-speed transmission enables greater
customer capability, efficiency and control than ever before. Creating a transmission to serve
both diesel and gasoline engines in a Super Duty application is a challenging proposition
because the gearbox needs to deliver the substantial low-rpm torque produced by the diesel
engine and efficiently use the higher rotational speeds of the gasoline engine. The solution was
to use a proven architecture, but adapt it for heavy-duty use. Lepelletier powerflow: New
application of tried-and-true system Ford's 6R TorqShift transmission uses a Lepelletier-style
powerflow, which is a proven technology in rear-wheel-drive vehicles but not typically used with
larger diesel engines. A key benefit of the Lepelletier architecture is that it reduces the
complexity in connecting the gearsets and clutches. The six speeds require only five clutches,
and the speeds of the clutches relative to one another are low, increasing the efficiency of the
system. To handle the torque of the 6. The carrier consists of four pressed powder-metal
components sinter-brazed together to form a rigid, power-dense structure. This solution
ensures robustness and makes the architecture compatible with both the diesel and gasoline
engines. A Ford-patented rocker one-way clutch is integrated with the carrier and helps improve
shift quality through the gearset. A deep first gear ratio and two overdrive gears create a wider
ratio span. This, combined with available lower axle gear ratios and a control system that
automatically selects the most efficient shift schedule, provides an outstanding combination of
pulling power and fuel economy. Six-speed gearbox offers best of automatic, manual
transmissions The 6R's heavy-duty TorqShift six-speed transmission balances convenience
and control by automatically shifting during routine operation and also allowing complete
manual control. It features SelectShift Automatic transmission functionality, which includes
both Progressive Range Select and manual functions. With Progressive Range Select, a toggle
on the shift lever allows the customer to reduce the range of available gears while in Drive.
When the customer "taps" down into Range Select mode, the display shows the available gears
and highlights the current gear state. This feature allows the driver to limit use of upper gears
when heavily loaded or while towing on grades. For full manual function, customers also can
pull the shift lever into "M" for manual mode and use the same toggle switch to select the gear
desired. The display will show the selected gear, and the control system will lock the torque
converter and hold that gear for a full manual transmission feel. Proven Tow Haul Mode: Taken
to the next level The 6R transmission also features standard enhanced Tow Haul capability,
which provides better control when hauling a heavy load or towing a trailer, especially when
going down grades. The improved system uses an array of sophisticated electronic sensors to
better predict the driver's need for a downshift to provide engine braking and enhanced control.
Torque converter provides connected feel and better efficiency The torque converter of the 6R
transmission is designed to be accurately controlled and efficient. A closed-piston design
provides precise control of the lock-up clutch. Its torque multiplication is matched with the rest
of the powertrain for better off-the-line performance, but that's only the start. Once under way, a
long-travel, high-capacity turbine damper allows the torque converter to dampen out the
extreme torsional force produced in particular by the new, more powerful diesel engine. This
allows the transmission to power auxiliary equipment such as snowplows, aerial lifts, cement
mixers, tow truck lifts or dump trucks. The power is available any time the engine is running.
Pioneered on agricultural applications, the Live Drive feature is particularly useful when mobile
PTO function is required during start-stop operations, such as salt spreading or snow plowing.
Durability testing in the lab and on the road The 6R transmission has undergone extensive
durability and reliability testing in Ford's supercomputers, in the lab and on the road to ensure
customer satisfaction. Extensive computer-aided engineering was completed before the
hardware phase began for improved efficiency in terms of time and reduced failures. The

transmission was rigorously tested â€” at unloaded and maximum GCW Gross Combined
Weight duty cycles â€” for , equivalent miles to replicate what the most demanding, harshest
Super Duty customer can dish out. The A. Ben Wojdyla. Share This Story. The TorqShift is a
five-speed, rear-wheel-drive unit that actually has six forward speeds with ratios depending on
whether the transmission is operating in hot or cold mode.. The ratio for 1st gear was changed
from 2. For 2nd gear the overdrive clutch is applied to provide a ratio of 2. All sound familiar? In
hot mode the transmission will shift 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th ratio 1. This unit was introduced in model
year in the F-Series trucks and Excursions equipped with the new 6. There were no lags
between shifts, and every shift was very positive. This is due to a total redesign of the control
valve body. A solenoid and a pressure switch are dedicated to the function of each clutch pack,
except the forward clutch, which is controlled by the manual valve. There are no other shuttle
valves in the solenoid body. Five solenoids control all shifts. Line pressure and the
torque-converter clutch each have their own dedicated solenoid. The current is varied between
0 and 1 amp from the PCM, and 1 amp equals maximum pressure in the oil circuit. Three of the
solenoids â€” line pressure, coast clutch and direct clutch â€” are inversely proportional,
meaning the pressure output is inversely proportional to the applied DC current. The current is
varied between 0 and 1 amp from the PCM, and 0 amp equals maximum pressure in the oil
circuit. Added to the instrument cluster is a transmission temperature gauge that we think is
long overdue. Ford recommends replacing the fluid and bottom-pan filter every 48, km 30, miles
regardless of normal or special operating conditions. This transmission also is equipped with a
new remote fluid filter. The filtered fluid then is directed back into the rear lube circuit through
the large opening in the remote-filter manifold. The remote filter in the cooler lines also should
be replaced at each service interval. This unit is equipped with an oil-to-air OTA cooler in front
of the radiator. Ford recommends replacing the OTA cooler as part of any overhaul or
exchange. Do not try to back-flush and clean the OTA cooler. The TorqShift transmission has
seven range positions that can be selected with the manual shift lever: P, R, N, D , 3, 2, 1. A
description of each range follows. The following procedure will prevent the customer from
returning with complaints of firm or harsh engagement. Note: All the following engagements
must be performed for engagement pressures to adapt correctly with the new calibration. Here
is a brief description of each of the sensors and actuators used by the PCM for proper
transmission operation:. Many input sensors provide information to the PCM, which then uses
this information to control actuators that determine transmission operation. This sensor is a
thermistor in which resistance changes when the temperature changes. The resistance of the
sensor increases as engine temperature decreases, and the voltage sent to the PCM increases.
This sensor also is a thermistor in which the resistance changes with temperature. The
resistance decreases as the intake air temperature increases. The IAT provides air-temperature
information to the PCM, which uses it to help determine transmission line pressure and shift
scheduling. This sensor is mounted on the accelerator pedal on 6. Failure of the APP sensor will
cause the transmission to operate at a higher-than-normal line pressure to help avoid damage.
This will result in harsh upshifts and harsh engagements. This switch supplies battery voltage
to the PCM to indicate that the brake pedal is applied. The PCM uses this information to release
the torque-converter clutch, speed control and auxiliary idle if the vehicle is so equipped. This
switch on the end of the manual shift lever is a momentary-contact switch. The PCM also may
flash the TCIL on and off to alert the driver that a transmission operational error has occurred
when it detects certain faults in monitored sensors, solenoids or other transmission
components. The PCM then receives 4X4 Low status from the instrument cluster and adjusts
the transmission shift schedule accordingly. The solenoid body assembly is bolted to the
transmission case inside the bottom pan and looks similar to what we have previously referred
to as a valve body. It contains the following:. There is a solenoid and a pressure switch
dedicated to the function of each clutch pack, except the forward clutch, as it is controlled by
the manual valve. There are no other valves in the solenoid body except for the pressure-relief
ball and spring. The black connectors connect to the pressure switches. All of the solenoids
except the line-pressure solenoid can be serviced without removing the solenoid body from the
case. The line-pressure-control solenoid PC-A is an inversely proportional three-port solenoid.
The pressure output is inversely proportional to the applied DC current supplied through an
electronically controlled driver. The current is varied between 0 amp and 1 amp from the PCM,
and 0 amp equals maximum pressure in the oil circuit. The PC-A solenoid controls the
line-pressure oil circuits. The torque-converter-clutch TCC solenoid is a directly proportional
three-port solenoid. The pressure output is directly proportional to the applied DC current
supplied through an electronically controlled driver. The current is varied between 0 amp and 1
amp from the PCM, and 1 amp equals maximum pressure in the oil circuit. The TCC solenoid
controls the apply and release rates of the converter clutch. The current is varied between 0

amp and 1 amp from the PCM, and 1 amp equals maximum pressure in the particular clutch oil
circuit. The shift solenoid controls the apply and release rates of the particular clutch pack. The
current is varied between 0 amp and 1 amp from the PCM, and 0 amp equals maximum pressure
in the particular clutch oil circuit. Each of the five shift-pressure control solenoids has a
corresponding pressure switch, which is normally closed. The pressure switch is designed to
open when shift-solenoid control pressure exceeds 40 psi. All five of the pressure switches are
identical and will interchange in the solenoid body. Their particular functions follow:. The
turbine-shaft-speed TSS and intermediate-shaft-speed ISS sensors are Hall-effect sensors
requiring a volt power supply and a ground. In this unit both sensors are incorporated into one
housing. The sensor detects teeth on the coast-clutch input hub for TSS signal, and the
adjacent overdrive ring-gear teeth for the ISS signal. Both sensors read 30 teeth per revolution.
The transmission output-shaft-speed OSS sensor is on the extension housing. The OSS is a
Hall-effect sensor. The OSS reads a set of gear teeth on the park gear that are different from the
teeth used for the park function. The OSS has bi-directional capability and uses a digital output.
The transmission-range TR-P sensor assembly is an internally mounted sensor that includes
the detent spring, rooster-comb lever and bracket, next to the solenoid body and bolted to the
transmission case. The transmission-range sensor is non-adjustable and is not serviced
independently. The TR-P sensor contains electronic circuitry that provides the PCM a fixed
frequency, at a duty cycle, for each of the seven positions of the manual shift lever. The TFT
sensor twist-locks into the solenoid body and is a temperature-sensitive device called a
thermistor. As the fluid temperature increases, the TFT resistance decreases. Magazine Current
Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Dale England. P â€” In
Park, there is no power flow through the transmission. The parking pawl is engaged, locking the
output shaft to the transmission case. The engine can be started and the ignition key can be
removed. R â€” In Reverse, the vehicle can be operated in a rearward direction at a reduced
gear ratio. N â€” In Neutral, there is no power flow through the transmission. The output shaft is
free to turn, and the engine can be started. This position can also be selected while vehicle is
moving, to restart the engine if that becomes necessary. D â€” The Overdrive position is the
normal position for most forward-gear operations. It provides automatic upshifts and
downshifts, apply and release of the converter clutch, and maximum fuel economy during
normal operation. It also can be selected at any vehicle speed for improved engine braking. The
transmission will not downshift if it would cause an engine-overspeed condition. If this position
is selected at higher speeds, the transmission will downshift to the next-lower gear and will
downshift into second gear after the vehicle decelerates to a speed that will not create an
engine-overspeed condition. This position also can be selected at any vehicle speed to provide
improved engine braking for descending steep grades. If this position is selected at higher
speeds, the transmission will downshift to the next-lower gear and will downshift into first gear
after the vehicle decelerates to a speed that will not create an engine-overspeed condition.
Install diagnostic equipment and monitor TFT. Perform five engagements from Park to Reverse,
each five seconds apart. Perform five engagements from Drive to Reverse, each five seconds
apart. Perform five engagements from Reverse to Drive, each five seconds apart. Perform five
engagements from Neutral to Drive, each five seconds apart. Engine Coolant Temperature
Sensor This sensor is a thermistor in which resistance changes when the temperature changes.
Intake Air Temperature Sensor This sensor also is a thermistor in which the resistance changes
with temperature. Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor This sensor is mounted on the accelerator
pedal on 6. Transmission Solenoid-Body Assembly The solenoid body assembly is bolted to the
transmission case inside the bottom pan and looks similar to what we have previously referred
to as a valve body. It contains the following: Seven variable-force solenoids Five normally
closed pressure switches Transmission-fluid temperature sensor Manual shift valve
Overpressurization relief ball. Pressure Switches Each of the five shift-pressure control
solenoids has a corresponding pressure switch, which is normally closed. Transmission Range
Sensor Assembly The transmission-range TR-P sensor assembly is an internally mounted
sensor that includes the detent spring, rooster-comb lever and bracket, next to the solenoid
body and bolted to the transmission case. Transmission-Fluid-Temperature Sensor The TFT
sensor twist-locks into the solenoid body and is a temperature-sensitive device called a
thermistor. Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Read the most recent edition of Transmission
Digest. Stay up to date by signing up for Transmission Digest newsletters. By Sonnax. Garage
Studio View all videos from the Garage Studio. Products: Billet 5-Speed Shifter. Video:
Transend Product Lookup Tool. Click here for complete warranty information. Remember, this
is a completely remanufactured automatic transmission assembled to exacting tolerances and
live-run dynamometer tested for reliability. The 5R Torqshift transmission is susceptible to
issues that include: converter lockup lining failure and shudder; line pressure instability; pump

wear, front seal leaks and fluid contamination; as well as clutch and unit failure. Please visit our
Video Library to learn more about some of the quality processes we perform to this
transmission family. This means you can be up and running again quickly and reliably. Full
warranty disclosure available on our website or upon request. Specifications subject to change
without notice. Skip to main content. Replacement of the early-style pressure regulator valve
with the late style to maintain consistent line pressure. Installation of a machine-in-place
bushing in the pump housing to provide correct alignment between the pump bushing and
converter hub. Hub is welded into the coast drum to prevent the hub from breaking out of the
drum on and later applications. The reverse diode is prone to failure if starved for lube oil.
JASPER restakes all early-style reverse planetary pinion pins with 12 tons of pressure to
prevent pinion walkout. Truck drivers LOVE their trucks. And rightfully so. However, heavy-duty
trucks that use the Ford 5RW TorqShift 5-speed automatic transmission have experienced some
pretty frustrating challenges. The 5RW was designed to foster better performance, fuel mileage,
and enhanced control of shift quality and shift strategy. Additionally, the 5RW allowed for more
control of gear selection with a switch or paddle shifter. The shifts were smoother because they
were controlled by seven linear solenoids, which were controlled by computer. Pressure control
solenoids that use 0 to 1 amps, variable by the transmission control module computer, controls
5 gears, shift points, shift quality, and reverse drive engagements. Code setting errors help with
guided repairs. For the 5RW, the cold weather shift strategy normal is 1st-2nd-3rd-5th-6th.
Problems arise when using a modified direct clutch solenoid to raise pressure to the direct
clutch. The 5RW Torqshift transmission has an adaptive shift schedule computer-controlled
adaptive strategy. This system learns driving habits and creates a shift schedule by adjusting
AMPS to the 7 solenoids raising and lowering pressure produced by driving behavior. The
adaptive strategy then creates a shift schedule for individual drivers. Through a continuous
process, the system measures the time it takes for a shift to occur. From the time the
transmission control module commands the shift to the time the shift is complete, the TCM
compares this value to the programmed time and makes pressure adjustments by adjusting
AMPS to shift the solenoids. Optimization of engagement pressures is the primary objective of
the adaptive strategy. This is where the problem starts. First, there are modified shift solenoids
and clutch plates with different types of friction material. Additionally, the programming may
have been changed by an after-market programmer. Also the boosting engine power and tire
size might have changed, all creating an atmosphere for issues. Our Solution. At Thurston
County Transmission, we rebuild your Ford 5RW transmission so that it will last well beyond the
flawed model. With our expertise in vehicle transmissions, your car will work better than new,
and the rattling, bumping, and knocking you experience will be a thing of the past. If you
suspect that you have transmission issues with your automobile, contact us today! Your email
address will not be published. Since , we have prided ourselves on our ability to offer the
highest quality service and repairs, with the highest level of customer service. We are a locally
owned and operated family business that cares about our customers and our community.
Modified direct clutch solenoid after-market Problems arise when using a modified direct clutch
solenoid to raise pressure to the direct clutch. These problems include: The shift strategy is not
programmed the same for all trucks so the results will not be the same for all model trucks,
which includes modified engines, after-market tunes, tire size, gear ratio, internal modifications
to the transmission, shifting problems, and failure. Harsh 3rd to 5th shift. Flared shift 3rd to
fifth. Rough coast downshift 5th to 3rd. Shifting becomes erratic because the computer strategy
is making continuous big changes. Direct clutch failure due to the bottom clutch plate bending,
which is caused by pressure being too high, so the clamping force is reduced to the direct
clutch after the plate bends, causing failure of the direct clutch. Submit a Comment Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Schedule Your Appointment! Search Search for:. Ford
realized that such revolutionary power should be handled and refined through an equally
cutting-edge transmission. This is a transmission specially designed to meet audacious engine
outputs commanded by the Ford Super Duty. For starters, gas engines have higher redlines
than diesels, which tend to provide their power at low speeds. The new Torqshift combines
tried-and-true systems with modern manufacturing capabilities to bridge the divide. You can
operate in traditional automatic or a fully manual mode. Interested in other transmissions?
Learn more about how the Aisin vs. Allison transmissions compare! We have branches in
Milwaukee, Madison, and Green Bay , so feel free to visit or contact us today. Your email
address will not be published. Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Cab vs Engine Trucks?
Search Anything Share this Post:. New Ford Trucks. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Dealership Info Phone Numbers: Main: View Facebook View
Youtube-play. About Us Contact Us Careers. Find Your Vehicle Close. Search By Keyword
Search:. Saved Vehicles Close. Share This Close. Choose How To Share: share-via-facebook

share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email share-via-sms text. Contact Us Close. The
series has the option of Electronic Overspeed Control. Both offer a reduced installation time,
with only one hose to connect to the PTO. Integrated hydraulic valve and pressure switch in the
PTO Housing. New Chelsea supplied controlled compression gasket. Give us a call at or The
PTO operates in all gears and offers superior workload capabilities. It works on both 4 wheel
and 2 wheel drive versions. The Chelsea series PTO is a great choice for tow and recovery,
aerial, dump truck and service vehicle applications. This transmission features a P. The engine
driven live drive P. Chelsea and Ford engineering have worked as a team to provide you with
the P. The series PTO provides maximum clearance for your tough applications. The new
concept reduces the torsional noise levels that are found on most PTO applications for these
trucks. The combination of the Chelsea Series and the Parker T6C vane pump will provide you
with greater flows and pressures than were previously available. Chelsea Series PTO. Chelsea
Series Housing Dimensions. Call Now Button. Call Us. This website uses cookies and third
party services. Read our Privacy Policy I Accept. What are you guys seeing with these
transmissions these days? For me not too many over all and the failures seem to varied. Just
curious. I rarely see any failures on the Torqshift 6. I think over my 7 years with Ford, I've
replaced 3 under customer pay. Warranty has consisted of Torque Converter seals leaking,
multiple shift solenoids, and 1 time I replaced the output shaft bearings due to noise. Now the
last trans I replaced was right before Christmas. Truck had over k miles, and over 11, engine
hours. The bearing in the pump that supports the torque converter failed, and it was pumping
fluid out from behind the starter. Based on the mileage and hours, it got a reman. Zero failures
with them on the main fleet we service, F to F both gas and diesel, all run severely overloaded
and put away wet. Owner of company that runs them disallows fluid changes on them via the
management company that handles their maintenance-ish. You can post now and register later.
If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only
75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
There are no registered users currently online. Torqshift 6 Problems? Rate this topic 1 2 3 4 5.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Keith Browning 0 Posted January 17,
Posted January 17, Link to post Share on other sites. Fredsvt 11 Posted January 18, Posted
January 18, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic
Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Who's Online See full list There are no registered users
currently online. Yes, updated IQA and cleared adaptations. I had returned to stock before
tearing into it. Reprogrammed with tuner, after IQA and adaptations. Found that I had to change
the aftermarket tune from the one it was on, as it seems that it may have had some adaptive
strategies learned for the tune. Because when I swapped it to one of the other available tunes, it
ran great. Thanks for the suggestions guys, that one just threw me for a loop. Did you program
the IQA and clear the adaptations? I would probably return to stock before doing the above
steps. I guess that is possible but wouldn't you think you would have some injector trims out of
line? Did you check for fuel system contamination? Am I the only one seeing a disturbing
amount of driveability problems with 7. Mostly new trucks Now dealing with a new F with
metallic debris on the CKP. Waiting for HotLine to respond on that one. Had a 6. Came in with a
slight misfire but went down the road well enough. Had P for cyl 3 contribution. Manual
compression while hot was across bank 1. Replaced injector 3 following standard WSM
procedure. No problems starting it after replacement took 3 key cycles and busted off. Sounds
good on idle and with no load on engine up to WOT. MAP is reading as expected when
commanding wastegate. The rest are relatively close to flat. Is it possible that the other 7
injectors are worn or possibly contaminated and number 3 is contributing that much more than
the rest? Or am I missing the big picture here? Thanks in advance. Cummins And Carbon.
Cummins EGR Adapter. Cummins EGR Valve. Cummins Intake Heater Grid. Sign In Sign Up.

